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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this perspective is to provide a review upon the fundamental computational methods deployed in data mining 

as applied to healthcare data, with particular regards to patient records of psychiatric patients. Albeit clinical data mining 

has advanced over the years, further research is needed to improve the specificity of pharmacovigilance and prevent 

adverse drug reaction in psychiatric patients. From describing the main principles and present challenges of data mining 

to its most-novel applications in clinical psychiatry, this literature review highlights current research gaps that have to be 

filled to increase the efficacy of psychiatric drugs nowadays, thus improving patient outcome and decreasing 

hospitalization costs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

DATA MINING FOR FACILITATING KNOWLEDGE 

DISCOVERY IN HEALTHCARE 

Data mining denotes a variety of computer-based 

information system (CBIS) techniques aimed at discovering 

novel knowledge (e.g., useful data patterns/features) as 

derived from data in several fields that involve big data, 

e.g., business and finance, scientific, clinical and industrial 

research, as well as education.  [4, 16, 19] In case of 

healthcare, data mining has been extensively applied to 

large clinical datasets, thus aiding medical diagnosis, 

enabling to tailor treatments to individual patients and 

improving the so-called “Health Care Output” (HCO)  

 

 

worldwide, resulting in an improved quality of care, patient 

outcome and a considerable reduction in hospitalization 

costs. [4, 13, 19, 33] Data mining helps in planning 

healthcare activities and reducing the number of 

inpatients in the hospital. This improves the convenience in 

healthcare systems. A similar study has suggested multiple 

strategies for healthcare systems’ service convenience 

flexibility. [39] We have focussed on clinical data as clinical 

work deals with direct patient care. Non-clinical work may 

support patient care, but the work does not provide direct 

diagnosis, treatment, or care for the patient. Hence, the 

non-clinical data acquired isn’t from first-hand experience. 
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Data mining highly relies upon methods of data patterns 

extrapolation (i.e., feature extraction), association, 

clustering and classification. [19, 33] The results drawn from 

deploying data mining techniques are useful to assist 

healthcare professionals in their decision-making process, 

thus helping design patient-specific treatments and drugs, 

minimising adverse reactions to medicines and improving 

the life of patients substantially, also reducing healthcare-

related costs. [13, 33] 

 

Nevertheless, the knowledge of the usage of data mining 

that has so far been inferred from medical data is still 

negligible. [16, 37] Research aimed at designing 

customized algorithms in data mining will help improve the 

whole healthcare system, making treatments more patient-

specific and efficient, reducing costs considerably. [13] The 

prediction of trends in the data can be achieved not only 

by deploying data mining techniques that make use of 

meaningful patterns derived from the data themselves but 

also by discarding unnecessary pieces of information within 

the data that may severely impair the predictive power of 

data mining-based computational models. Therefore, 

questions upon how to use the pre-existing data 

meaningfully without adding to the current data further 

data have not yet been answered. Data Mining itself is a 

technique to identify patterns in a pre-built database. A 

suitable understanding must be developed between the 

data mining techniques and the previous data available at 

our deployment without worrying about the new data 

being accumulated. [36] 

 

Data mining has three high-level objectives in health 

management: gaining an understanding of medical data, 

assisting healthcare professionals in their decision-making 

processes and analysing the pre-existing data to draw 

additional, new knowledge from them to improve our 

understanding upon the pathophysiology of different 

diseases as well as patient outcome. [16]  

 

But solely in the United States, deploying data mining-

based techniques wisely can save up to $450 billion to the 

healthcare system each year due to the large datasets 

collected in hospitals on a daily basis. [13] 

 

DEFINITION AND APPLICATIONS OF 

CLINICAL DATA MINING  

Healthcare involves medical procedures such as 

diagnoses, treatments, assessment of prognoses, 

methodologies aimed at preventing pathologies, physical 

injuries and mental disorders from arising in humans. [4, 19] 

Healthcare services and industries generate a vast amount 

of data every day, involving electronic medical records, as 

well as other benchmarking reports and findings. [19] 

Nonetheless, such healthcare-related data have not been 

efficiently deployed. [4, 19] 

 

Enabling to retrieve useful knowledge from pre-existing 

data, without requiring the collection of further medical 

data, data mining-based techniques can be used to 

diagnose several pathologies and aid physicians in their 

decision-making processes regarding patient treatments 

and assessment of prognoses, thus improving patient 

outcome, and reducing the length and costs of 

hospitalization. [4, 16, 19] Therefore, clinical data mining 

(CDM) is the application of Artificial Intelligence (AI)- and 

data mining-based methodologies deploying clinical data 

to improve the quality of healthcare. [16, 33] Software-

based applications aimed at storing patient data 

electronically have considerably facilitated an extensive 

use of data mining techniques and helped retrieve useful 

patterns from current data to diagnose and cure several 

pathologies. [16] 

 

PHASES OF CLINICAL DATA MINING  

The fundamental phases involved in CDM include data 

collection, pre-processing (e.g., sampling), analysis, 

maximization (e.g., feature extraction/selection), 

modelling, classification, clustering, outlier detection, 

prediction, ranking and holistic evaluation. [16]  

All the above-mentioned steps are essential to retrieve 

meaningful and novel pathophysiological patterns from 

patient data (e.g., electronic records and data). [16] The 

major phases of clinical data mining will be examined in the 

following section. 

LEARNING AND VALIDATION 

The CDM modelling framework involves an initial learning 

phase in which the computational algorithms replicate the 

observed/learnt phenomenon as derived from the clinical 

data available, followed by a testing phase to validate the 

accuracy and reliability (e.g., robustness) of the 

computational model designed. [16] The most widely used 

performance assessment tools as applied to data mining 

techniques are the following: accuracy, sensitivity, 

specificity and receiver operator characteristic (ROC) 

curves. [16] 
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The learning stage can be achieved either via a supervised 

or an unsupervised methodology, respectively depending 

upon whether the class labels of the training data are 

preliminarily known or unknown. [16] 

 

FUNDAMENTAL METHODS DEPLOYED IN 

CLINICAL DATA MINING  

Models required for designing data mining techniques are 

either predictive, e.g., classification, regression, 

generalization, categorization, or descriptive, e.g., 

characterization, anomaly detection, clustering, 

association, pattern matching, data visualization, meta-

rule-based methods and correlation analysis. [4, 16, 19] 

Whilst predictive models tangentially deploy supervised 

learning-based methodologies to predict the future 

behaviour of specific variables [19], descriptive models 

make use of unsupervised learning algorithms to retrieve 

meaning patterns to describe the inputted data in order for 

them to be easily interpreted by human operators. [19] 

Therefore, due to their practical and clinically viable 

nature, predictive models are the most commonly utilized 

data mining-based techniques in the field of healthcare. 

[4, 19] 

 

The techniques used for performing anomaly detection are 

standard support and density-induced vector data 

description, as well as the Gaussian mixture. [4, 19] Whilst 

the vector quantization technique is widely used for 

clustering, the following methods are deployed for 

classification [4, 19]: statistical, discriminant analysis, 

decision tree, Markov based, swarm intelligence, K-nearest 

neighbour, genetic classifiers, artificial neural network, 

support vector and association rule. Below are the data 

mining techniques available for healthcare management. 

LOGISTIC REGRESSION  

Logistic regression (LR) is a technique of data mining that 

deploys either continuous, discrete or hybrid types of 

datasets and the corresponding binary target, calculating 

a linear sequence of inputs and conveying it to a 

mathematical function named “logistic”. [4, 19] Results 

attained in previous research works are not so promising 

owing to the considerably reduced size of the input 

datasets. [4, 19] Therefore, it is recommended to use a 

dataset of larger size to improve the accuracy of the LR-

based learning type of data mining algorithm. [4, 19] 

FEATURE RELEVANCE ANALYSIS 

Feature relevance analysis [16] is a stage of data 

processing in data mining that allows scientists to discard 

some predictors of pathologies from a pre-existing dataset 

to facilitate data exploration, as their relative contribution 

to discerning the required classes in the data would not be 

significant [16], thus decreasing computational time and 

complexity substantially. [16] 

Feature selection facilitates the visualization and 

understanding of clinical data, as well as their 

measurement and storage, also considerably reducing the 

time in training and testing data mining-based algorithms, 

improving their out-of-sample classification accuracies. 

[16] 

ALTERNATIVE METHODS TO FEATURE SELECTION: GINI 

IMPORTANCE AND SWARM INTELLIGENCE 

An alternative method to univariate statistics-based 

feature selection, named “Gini Importance” aimed at 

capturing population discrepancies in functional 

connectivity was designed to detect the most robust and 

highly predictive functional connections by summarizing 

multivariate patterns of interaction. [16] Differently from the 

univariate features that resulted in a considerably high 

variance across subsets of the data partitioned having a 

low classification/predictive power, the Gini Importance 

was able to accurately and reliably assess the extent of 

changes in functional connectivity as induced by 

Schizophrenia, thus enabling an early diagnosis of the 

condition. [16] 

 

Alternatively, the Swarm Intelligence-based method was 

used to perform the same diagnostic task. [4, 19] Via 

particle swarm optimization (PSO), the computational 

algorithm enables to discern pathological data across 

large search spaces. [4, 19] The classification/predictive 

procedure resulted to be faster and more accurate if the 

number of features used were reduced. [4, 19] 

CLUSTERING AND CLASSIFICATION  

The clustering technique deployed in CDM is a widely 

applied descriptive method that blends statistics and 

numerical analysis whereby a set of groups or clusters able 

to describe the input data is found. [19, 33] The clusters so 

identified can be used to analyse and find the drug which 

has high probability of risk. [33]  

 

The main algorithms deployed in the vector quantization  
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method are K-means, K-mediods and X-means, which can 

be compared via the Davies-Bouldin Index. [4, 19] 

 

The clustering algorithms aim at grouping elements (e.g., 

medical records of patients) whilst maximizing a similarity 

metric, e.g., proximity, between elements of the same class 

or cluster. [16] 

 

A generalization of the clustering method comes under the 

umbrella term of “classification”, which makes use of 

different mathematical functions to assign patient data 

with certain patterns/features to a predetermined class, 

e.g., healthy or pathological. [16] The Bayesian classifiers, 

artificial neural networks (ANNs) and the Support Vector 

Machines (SVMs) Learning are amongst the most 

commonly utilized Artificial Intelligence-based algorithms 

for classification. [4, 16, 19] 

 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF 

DEPLOYING DATA MINING-BASED 

TECHNIQUES 

The main advantage brought about by CDM is the efficient 

utilization of pre-existing clinical data regarding patient 

demographics along with their medical conditions to 

obtain new clinically viable knowledge, retrieving useful 

patterns/features and their relative relationships from them 

without requiring further data to be collected. [16] 

Nevertheless, some CDM-based tools may not handle 

missing data satisfactorily for some medical conditions, 

such as mental disorders. [16] 

 

DATA MINING AS CLINICAL DECISION 

SUPPORT SYSTEM TO DETECT ADVERSE DRUG 

REACTIONS IN PSYCHIATRIC PATIENTS 

In the field of psychiatry, data mining techniques can be 

useful in pharmacovigilance to detect adverse drug  

 

reactions (ADRs), thus assisting physicians in their decision-

making processes aimed at identifying the most suitable 

drug for a psychiatric patient, decreasing the potential 

adverse drug reactions and, therefore, reducing the length 

of hospitalization and enabling recovery. [16]  

ADRs, which is any harm occurring when a certain drug is 

used, may occur following a single dosage or prolonged 

administration of a drug or result from the combination of 

two or more drugs. [3, 10, 25, 33] Adverse Drug Reactions 

account for more than 5% of all hospitalizations and are 

one of the leading aetiologies of injury or death amongst 

psychiatric patients undergoing pharmaceutical 

treatments. [7, 9, 12, 29] 

 

CDM can be deployed to mine readily available 

observational data such as electronic medical records 

(EMRs) [27, 29], where co-morbidities and concomitant 

drug use are present, to provide quantifiable patient-

specific metrics of harm perceived by psychiatric patients. 

[9] Noteworthily, the information that can be retrieved from 

electronic healthcare records (EHRs) can be helpful for 

future research use, such as via the GATE Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) software developed. [35] Fig. 1 

outlines a scheme upon how the software works. CDM 

improves patient safety and quality of care for multiple 

medical conditions by integrating individual patient data 

and evidence databases to facilitate clinical decision 

making. [38] 

 

This procedure would be analysed concurrently with 

spontaneous reporting systems to provide a more reliable 

assessment of the patient condition and, hence, facilitate 

early diagnosis and treatment of mental disorders. 

The knowledge derived from deploying CDM in this 

instance is essential for providing further informed medical 

care and, therefore, for preventing ADRs, thus helping 

psychiatric patients rehabilitate more and hopefully 

facilitating their reintegration into society. [7, 12, 20, 22, 28] 
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FIGURE 1. A SCHEME UPON HOW THE SOFTWARE “GATE NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (NLP)” WORKS. [35] 

 

 

 
 

HIGHLIGHTS UPON RESEARCH GAPS IN DATA 

MINING AS APPLIED TO PSYCHIATRY 

Clinical data outlining phenotypes and patient treatment 

are currently under-utilized; these resources could be used 

concurrently with data mining techniques to infer new 

medical knowledge. Data mining of Electronic Patient 

Records (EPR) can help unveil novel discrepancies 

amongst several psychiatric disorders and, therefore, assist 

physicians in tailoring treatments to individual patients, 

hence improving patient outcome and reducing 

hospitalization time and costs. An EPR is the systematized 

collection of patients’ and population’s electronically 

stored health information in a digital format. These records 

can be shared across different health care settings. 

Integrating the information from EPR with genetics would 

lead to unveil new pathophysiological aspects of mental 

illnesses.  

 

The human body is a complex biological entity, which is 

composed of various levels (from genetic to cellular, 

molecular, tissue, organ and system level). [13] Hence, 

scientific research in tailoring data mining techniques to 

psychiatric patient data must take account of these 

different levels and be scalable to represent a correct 

pathophysiological condition and predict patient 

outcome further to adopting a specific treatment 

designed on a patient-specific basis. [13] Furthermore, such 

algorithms need to consider discrepancies perceivable 

amongst different populations of patients being 

considered. [13] 

 

CONCLUSION 

Clinical data mining is a research-based tool whereby 

physicians can retrieve and interpret pre-existing clinical 

data from patient records and infer new knowledge that 

can aid them in various decision-making processes 

regarding diagnosis and several treatment strategies. [16] 

Considering the high volume of medical records, data 

mining of readily available clinical data is more important 

and much more preferred than adding further data to the 

pre-existing ones. [16] 
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With particular regards to psychiatry, EPR data can be used 

to prevent ADRs via different techniques such as the GATE 

software [35], and, therefore, improve patient outcome, 

thus reducing the time and costs of hospitalization. [9, 27, 

29, 33] This work is nifty in case of cancer patients who are 

the frequent victims of adverse drug reactions. Through our 

study, we believe that we could throw some light on the 

existing literature on the usage of data mining in case of 

pharmacovigilance. Future study can focus on the feature 

relevance analysis in order to provide more insights into the 

clinical dataset. A similar study can also be conducted by 

studying non-clinical datasets. 
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